In August 1914, still in Cape Town, South Africa, Isaac Rosenberg wrote "On Receiving News of the War, the First of His Poems to Enlist His Vision of the World Untied into a Waste Line."
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***

Exposing the material aspects of war, Rosenberg directly describes the horror of the conflict, and through this vivid portrayal, he forces the reader to confront the cruel and brutal realities of war. His use of stark, unflinching imagery and non-idealized language effectively captures the essence of the Great War, making it a powerful, searing account of the human cost of conflict.

***

Alexandra Kettleshon
When a nation shall be covered with a dense cloud of gloom, let not the storm of death and destruction grow for ever. Let the people turn to the Lord their God, and let their hearts be turned to the Lord, their God, and to serve him with all their heart and with all their soul. Let them seek the Lord with all their heart, and with all their soul, that he may turn away his anger from them. For the Lord is a merciful God, and will forgive them their iniquities, and will remember their sins.

Amen.
The poet's mood is revealed in a section of the final stanza:
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In the poem, the speaker reflects on the beauty of nature and the transience of life. The repetition of "sun" and "moon" evokes a sense of timelessness and the cyclical nature of the world. The speaker contemplates the fleeting nature of beauty, as represented by the "gray-haired old man" and the "gray-haired woman." The "gray-haired old man" symbolizes the passage of time and the inevitability of aging, while the "gray-haired woman" represents the endurance of love and the constancy of beauty. The poem's theme is the transience of beauty and the endurance of love.
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To answer some simple questions:

- What is the name of the town mentioned in the text?
- What are the key events described in the text?
Nature and war in the French Poems of Luce Rosenthal

Nature and destruction are often characterized as natural enemies. However, the poem suggests a different perspective. It portrays nature as an integral part of war, not in opposition but in harmony. The natural landscape is not merely a backdrop but an active participant in the conflict, with its own unique beauty and power. The poem emphasizes the interconnectedness of all things, where even the silence of nature can be a symbol of destruction. The final stanza reflects on the sacrifice and loss associated with war, viewed through a lens of nature's enduring presence.

Alexandra Kedzierska
The page contains a song titled "Names and War in the French Poems of Isaac Rosenberg" written by Alexander Kirkup. The text discusses themes of war, the futility of soldier's hopes, and the psychological impact on soldiers. It reflects the emotional and spiritual battlefield where "futility" and "surrender" are explored. The page contains quotes from the poem, emphasizing the themes of futility and surrender.